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Stand for Handmade is 10 week long initiative designed to help over 10 lakh artisans, weavers and women entrepreneurs,
rebound from the recent challenges

Bengaluru, 31 July 2020: Vidya Balan, the lead star for the eagerly awaited biographical drama Shakuntala Devi scheduled for its World Premiere
exclusively on Amazon Prime Video on 31 July 2020, spoke with women entrepreneurs & artisans from Amazon’s Saheli and Karigar programs in a
virtual event, to laud the company’s Stand for Handmade initiative. Launched about a month ago, Amazon’s Stand for Handmade initiative aims to
help over 10 lakh entrepreneurs -- including artisans and weavers from Amazon Karigar and women entrepreneurs from Amazon Saheli -- rebound
from the economic disruption caused by COVID-19.

Vidya Balan said, “India is home to so many art forms – the, weavers, artisans and their creations are a part of India’s heritage and our daily lives. The
last few months have brought an unprecedented challenge for them and we need to encourage and support them in these tough times. I appreciate
the efforts by Amazon to empower them through this initiative. I also Stand for Handmade." Vidya added, "The spirit of thousands of women
entrepreneurs resonates in Shakuntala Devi’s grit, determination and passion to beat all odds to follow her dreams. Through the promotions of
Shakuntala Devi, I have exclusively worn only hand-made garments by artisans – it is my humble effort to draw attention to the rich heritage of art and
craft that India boasts of."

During the interactive session, Vidya further spoke about her love for Indian textiles, arts and crafts, and how Amazon is successfully bridging the gap
between artisans and consumers across the country, fulfilling the need of the hour. She highlighted that it is our legacy, and we need to value it. The
women entrepreneurs in attendance further discussed about how they themselves want to take their home made products to the global audience and
make India proud, which was applauded by Vidya who said “agar vishwas ho toh band darwaze bhi khul jate hai”.

Under the Stand for Handmade initiative, more than 2.8 lakh women entrepreneurs participating in the Amazon Saheli program and over 8 lakh
artisans and weavers participating in the Amazon Karigar program are benefiting from 100% SoA fee waiver for 10 weeks, which is otherwise charged
to these sellers. Amazon has created a “Stand for Handmade” storefront to help generate customer demand for the locally crafted, handmade
products from artisans and women entrepreneurs from different parts of the country. Customers can visit and buy from specific pages created for
selection from North, South, East, West and Central India. The storefront showcases traditional handicrafts & handlooms while highlighting stories of
craftsmen and their works, bringing their stories closer to the consumers.

Pranav Bhasin, Director Seller Experience, Amazon India said “We remain committed to help women entrepreneurs and artisan community get
back to business and rebound from the recent challenges. With Stand for Handmade we are working to enhance the visibility for the products and
creations offered by women entrepreneurs and artisans on Amazon.in while helping them with working capital needs with the 100% SoA fee waiver. I
would like to thank Ms. Vidya Balan for expressing her support for this initiative. This will bring greater awareness about the art and craft as well as the
artisans behind them.

Sunita Bali who sells handcrafted apparels under the brand name ‘Roshni’ on Amazon.in says, “It was inspiring to speak with Ms Vidya Balan
and converse about how success comes from the passion to follow your dreams. It is the same passion that has driven me to work with weavers and
artisans from Himachal Pradesh to set up Roshni. While initially we would sell at exhibitions and trade fairs, but now with support from Amazon
Karigar, we are showcasing the unique hand crafted products from some of the remote villages in Himachal to customers across India”

The eagerly awaited biographical drama is based on the life of the world-renowned math genius Shakuntala Devi. Directed by Anu Menon and
produced by Sony Pictures Networks Productions and Vikram Malhotra (Abundantia Entertainment), the biographical drama stars Vidya Balan in the
titular role along with Sanya Malhotra, Jisshu Sengupta and Amit Sadh who essay pivotal roles in the film.

Prime members in India and more than 200 countries and territories can stream the global premiere of Shakuntala Devi from 31st July.

Stills from the film can be viewed here - https://webcargo.net/l/phDsd4wZs5/

Synopsis of Shakuntala Devi:

Featuring Vidya Balan in the lead, Shakuntala Devi is a biographical drama on the extraordinary life of Shakuntala Devi, mathematics genius, writer
and astrologer who was popularly known as the human computer. Also featuring Sanya Malhotra and Directed by Anu Menon, the film is produced by
Sony Pictures Networks Productions and Vikram Malhotra.

Watch the Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HA1HRufYso&t=103s

Watch the song Paas Nahi Toh Fail here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vvO9JE9djU

Watch the song Rani Hindustani here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-09EFqyWyY

About Amazon.in
The Amazon.in marketplace is operated by Amazon Seller Services Private Ltd, an affiliate of Amazon.com, Inc. (NASDAQ: AMZN). Amazon.in seeks
to build the most customer-centric online destination for customers to find and discover virtually anything they want to buy online by giving them more
of what they want – vast selection, prices, fast and reliable delivery, and a trusted and convenient experience; and provide sellers with a world-class
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e-commerce marketplace.
For more information, visit https://www.aboutamazon.in/
For news on Amazon, follow www.twitter.com/AmazonNews_IN

About Amazon Prime Video
Amazon Prime Video offers incredible value with unlimited streaming of the latest and exclusive movies, TV shows, stand-up comedy, Amazon
Originals, ad-free music through Amazon Prime Music, free fast delivery on India’s largest selection of products, early access to top deals, unlimited
reading with Prime Reading and mobile gaming content with Prime Gaming, all available only for ₹129 a month
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